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                ( PRLEAP.COM ) London, UK - Hydra's VP of Marketing, Manfredi Bargioni, was
recently interviewed for CIO magazine. The interview and article showed how Hydra supports
businesses through project management software and systems, demonstrating the importance
of the work Hydra is doing.

Offering resource management software and project management tools, Hydra allows
companies to maximize their resources and get an investment return quickly. In the interview for
CIO magazine, Bargioni discussed how using online project management tools  can help
companies to analyze what has been done and still needs to be done, as well as looking at
work distribution and keeping track of what needs to be documented. Additionally, Bargioni
stated that companies have seen a reduction in travel expenses, since Hydra's software is able
to better track and delegate resources effectively. Those online tools can also be scaled to meet
the needs of a variety of business customers, as stated by a company spokesperson:
"Scalability lets you adjust our software to fit the specific needs of your operation, while fast and
easy implementation and use mean that you can start enjoying the benefits of our business
management software in just one week." CIO's interview demonstrated just how useful project
management software implementation can be, regardless of how big or small a company is.

Hydra's services are exceptionally flexible, providing portfolio management that gives
customers personalized reports and specific capacity planning. In addition, the company
provides a Project Automation system that pulls together several aspects of a company's
managing tasks into one online management tool. Used by organizations worldwide, the
company has some of the best online project management software for streamlining business.

About HydraBased in London, Hydra  has been doing business for 20 years with a wide range
of clients. Their organization and offerings are continually growing to meet the needs of an
increasingly online business community, and the company's ability to make business
management easier and clearer makes their products very attractive to both established and
up-and-coming businesses. For additional information please visit, 
www.hydra-management.com
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